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BANGKOKBANGKOK Stunning wood-burning fireplace that is both safe and attractive. 
The mesh spark screen covers 360°, so that all your guests can 
admire the flames. This square-shaped fire pit features sturdy black 
steel construction and a bottom integrated log grate that promotes 
airflow and flame quality. Simple and easy to assemble.

INCLUDED COLOUR

Black

Integrated bottom 
log grate that 

adds strength and 
promotes airflow

360° spark 
screen mesh

Metal poker with 
wooden handle

Black 600 deniers 
weatherproof cover

INCLUDED

Spark screen mesh 
closing the top
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APOLLOAPOLLO We propose our outdoor wood-burning chimney-style fire pit that 
is both safe and attractive. The screen mesh surround allows for a 
superb 360° view sure to be enjoyed by all. A part of the flue made 
of stainless steel offers a remarkable contrast against the black 
heavy-duty steel construction of the fireplace. It features a high-end 
removable bottom log grate which improves air circulation and flame 
quality. Simple and easy to assemble.

Metal poker with 
wooden handle

Removable bottom 
log grate

Black 600 deniers 
weatherproof cover

INCLUDED

COLOUR

Stainless steel 
contrasting with black 

heavy-duty steel

Removable bottom 
log grate that 

promotes airflow

360° spark 
screen mesh

Black

Chimney with spark 
screen mesh.
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This pyramid-shaped fireplace offers a different and attractive look. 
Unlike conventional outdoor fireplaces, its imposing size will not fail 
to impress your guests. With these four large mesh fronts, all your 
guests can admire the flames. One side opens completely to add logs 
easily. This pyramid fire pit features sturdy black steel construction 
and a high-end removable bottom log grate that promotes airflow 
and flame quality. Simple and easy to assemble.

Metal poker with 
wooden handle

Removable bottom 
log grate

Black 600 deniers 
weatherproof cover

INCLUDED

COLOUR

Removable bottom 
log grate that 

promotes airflow

360° spark 
screen mesh

Black
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360° spark 
screen mesh

This rectangular outdoor fireplace with 360° view has been designed 
with an integrated storage space under the fireplace to store your logs. 
It has a sturdy steel construction, two large doors and a removable 
ash tray with two handles which makes cleaning easier. Simple and 
easy to assemble.

Brushed bronze

Log storage space

Metal poker with 
plastic handle

Black 600 deniers 
weatherproof cover

INCLUDED COLOUR

2-handle interior 
removable ash pan

Spark screen mesh 
closing the top

Exclusive model designed for Club Piscine Super Fitness.



Experience memorable 
moments twelve 
months a year with 
family and friends!

Before first use, please read the included Safety Warnings document 
carefully and follow each of the listed measures. We also suggest 
that you check your community's bylaws to make sure the use of an 
outdoor fireplace is permitted.
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Our fireplaces offer state-of-the-art 
technology at an affordable price. They are 
specially designed to withstand Quebec’s harsh 
weather conditions.

WARRANTY
See details in store.

EXCLUSIVELY AT

HOT TUB • FURNITURE • GAZEBO • BBQ


